LIST OF CHARACTERS – EXPANSION PACK #2
(7 optional)

(2 females, 3 males, 2 either)

EXPANSION PACK #2 PLAYERS

CRAZY
HATTER

Resident of Dreamland
Optional either

PRINCE CANE

Prince of Charmed Forest
Optional male

ARELLA

Resident of Caspar Sea
Optional female

HEART
KNAVE

General of Dreamland
Army
Optional male

WINKERBELL
Fairy of Charmed Forest
Optional female

THE NOBLE OS
Sorcerer of Osland
Optional male

ROBBY HOOD

General of Charmed Forest
Army
Optional either

The Crazy Hatter was once Queen Black’s personal hat maker and
confidant. One day, the Crazy Hatter made an off-the-cuff
comment that Princess White was the most beautiful in the realm
and was immediately banished to Dreamland by Queen Black.
Rumor has it that this hat maker has recently lost his/her sanity
after having to deal with the Heart Queen for so many years.

Large, oversized top
hat, red hair (wig), a
colorful velvet suit.

Prince Cane is the younger brother of Bella and son of King
Franklin of Charmed Forest. Prince Cane has recently set out on
an arduous journey to find a way to rescue his sister from the
invisible territory of Trimtote. Sources close to the royal family say
that the prince hasn’t found what he is looking for yet.

Prince costume.

Arella is a lovely mermaid from the Caspar Sea. Lately, the sea
has been terrorized by an evil sea monster, the Crackston. Arella
has recently joined forces with the notorious pirates of the Caspar
Sea in attempts to fight the Crackston, but they have yet to be
successful.

Mermaid costume.
Long, red wig.

The Heart Knave is the courageous general of the royal army of the
Heart Queen in Dreamland. He secretly has plans to wed a
peasant girl named Alicia. If the Heart Queen was to find out about
this marriage, she would certainly have both of their heads. There
is a buzz going around Dreamland that the knave might have plans
to escape Dreamland with his fiancé to the Kingdom of Gullyshire.

Medieval solider
costume with a heart
decoration or
sorcerer robes (red,
if possible). Toy
sword as a prop.

Winkerbell is the mischievous fairy of Charmed Forest. She is a
notorious thief and troublemaking gossip. However, Winkerbell has
a good heart underneath her naughtiness and will always be there
for a friend in need.

Fairy costume.

The Noble Os is the outgoing sorcerer of Osland. He does what he
can to stay out of the crossfire of the three witches that control the
land, but lately, he has been involved in many scandals. The
Naughty Witch has upset the balance of good versus evil with the
discovery of her magical shoes. Now, evil is gaining ground in the
ongoing battle in this territory. The Noble Os can definitely make a
difference if he wanted to pick a side.

Top hat, black suit or
tuxedo with a wand.

Robby Hood used to be an outlaw but has formed a strong alliance
with King Franklin in recent years. Robby is now the general of the
army of Charmed Forest. Those closest to Robby say that it is only
a matter of time before Robby goes rogue again. Being good
simply isn’t in Robby’s blood.

Medieval leather
gear with toy bow
and arrows.
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